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MODULE 1

1a

A.

1. quick-tempered    2. stubborn

3. outgoing    4. bossy    5. easy-going

6. confident    7. selfish

B.

1. upset    2. care about    3. reason

4. give up     5. argue

C.

1 do, get up, usually wake up, leaves

2. ‘s, talking, don’t know, think

3. ’s going, ’m thinking, Does, go,  

organises, doesn’t go

4. often studies, ’s studying, 

 ’re working

D.

1. My team rarely plays on Fridays.

2. We aren’t going to school   

tomorrow.

3. Is your brother eating dinner at the  

moment?

4. Kelly is visiting her cousin next   

weekend.

5. I’m not playing football these days. 

6. What do you think of my new 

jumper?

E.

1. a    2. a     3. a     4. b

F. 

suggested answers:

1. I’m answering your questions.

2. On weekdays, I go to school. At 

the weekend, I hang out with my 

friends.

3. They’re about my friends and my 

hobbies.

4. I upload a video once a week, every 

Thursday evening.

5. I like watching films and other 

people’s vlogs.

1b

A. 

1. digital    2. headteacher    3. anxious

4. concentrate    5. goal    

6. advantage    7. communicate

B. 

1. b    2. a    3. a    4. a    5. c

C.

1. visited    2. brought    3. didn’t have

4. started    5. didn’t want    6. went

7. told    8. needed    9. came

10. surprised    11. was    12. felt

13. didn’t seem    14. asked

15. did…. get    16. weren’t    17. said

18. couldn’t

D.

1. used to watch his vlogs all the time

2. didn’t use to have a tablet in the past

3. used to drink orange juice every 

day

4. didn’t use to get along with him 

when I was younger 

E.

suggested answers:

I used to enjoy watching videos on 

the Internet, but now I don’t.

I didn’t use to like hiking in the past, 

but now I do.

I didn’t use to read blogs, but now I do.

I used to play football at weekends, 

but now I don’t.

F. L2.1

1. T    2. F    3. T    4. F    5. F

1c

A.

1 play, e   2. go, h   3. play, a   4. go, g

5. do, c    6. do, d   7. go, f   8. go, b

B.

1. rule    2. gave up     3. disagree

4. compete    5. focus on

C.

1. taller, tallest

2. least, worst

3. comfortable

4. more outgoing, kind

5. less, better, best

6. most difficult

D. 

1. the    2. than    3. more    4. as

5. less    6. least

E.

suggested answers:

1. Jogging is not as exciting as sailing.

2. Ice cream is as tasty as cake.

3. A museum is not as quiet as a 

library.

4. A village is not as noisy as a city.

F. 

1. isn’t easier than martial arts.

2. is the most dangerous sport in the 

world.

3. isn’t as difficult as snowboarding.

4. is less interesting than hockey.

1d

A. 

1. baking    2. astronomy     

3. jewellery making    

4. coin collecting    5. camping    

6. blogging

B. 

1. horse riding is something else.

2. sculpture very interesting.

3. can’t stand camping.

4. into model car making.

5. a big fan of camel racing.

6. crazy about coin collecting.

C. S1.1

suggested answers:

1. Sure!

2. I’m thirteen years old.

3. I’m into sculpture and jewellery 

making.

4. I’m crazy about jewellery making.

5. I took it up three years ago.

6. I like it because I can make 

beautiful presents for my friends.

7. I do it with my sister.

8. Yes, I used to like baking.

9. I would like to start making candles 

because I like to have pretty 

candles in the house.

1e

A. 

1. regularly    2. take place

3. springtime     4. stranger

5. make sure    6. create    7. especially

B.

1. I don’t understand what you are   

saying.

2. I used to have a coin collection.

3. The town I live in is very pretty.

4. I was bored so I called Khaled.

5. I started photography lessons in

September.

6. Do you like the martial arts 

instructor?

C. 

1. I’m not into exercise or sports like my 

friends are, but I’m crazy about art.

2. My parents realised I was a good 

artist when I was young, because I 

used to draw all the time.

3. One of my goals as an artist is 

to keep trying new things so 

I started/’ve started making 

jewellery too.

4. I love living in London because 

there are so many art events.
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D. W2.1

1. and

2. I’m not into exercise or sports like 

my friends are, but I’m crazy about 

art. 

3. or

4. My parents realised I was a good 

artist when I was young, because I 

used to draw all the time.

5. and/or    6. and

7. One of my goals as an artist is 

to keep trying new things so I 

started/’ve started making jewellery 

too.

8. I love living in London because 

there are so many art events.

9. so

1 Round-up

A.

1. c    2. a    3. a    4. c    5. b    6. b

B.

1. take up    2. practise     3. sculpture

4. bossy    5. changed    6. join

7. shout    8. kind

C.

1. are… doing 2. ’m looking for

3. Do… know 4. think

5. are… going 6. have

7. don’t believe 8. feel

D.

1. b    2. c    3. a    4. a

E.

1. What sports did you do when you 

were young?

2. Asma’s concentrating on her 

homework at the moment.

3. Dana’s playing in a handball 

tournament next month.

4. Does your cousin like martial arts?

5. My brother took up snowboarding 

last year.

6. I don’t eat breakfast every morning.

F.

1. is funnier than Salem.

2. is less difficult than gymnastics.

3. is not as tiring as handball.

4. isn’t as outgoing as my dad.

5. is better than horse riding.

6. is the most exciting sport (there is).

G.

1. c    2. g    3. e    4. b    5. a    6. h    7. d

8. f

H. R2.1

1. I    2. B    3. A    4. I

I.

1. He can see how fast and how far 

he’s jogging.

2. It’s going to help him become a 

faster runner. 

3. He uploads them/posts them online.

4. He’s taking part in a skateboarding 

competition.

MODULE 2

2a

A.

1. b    2. c    3. a    4. c    5. c    6. c

B.

1. sixty-seven centimetres    2. 42 km

3. four hundred and fifty-eight kilos/

kilograms    4. 13 m     5. one hundred 

and eighty-two grams     6. 628 t

C.

1. My dad’s got a car that it can go as 

fast as 200 km per hour!

2. The museum where we went there

last weekend was amazing.

3. That’s the famous archaeologist 

who he discovered a lost city.

4. The student whose his painting is 

the best wins a prize.

5. This game has got rules which they

are really difficult to understand.

D.

1. where you can learn a lot about 

dinosaurs

2. which/that was about five metres tall

3. who/that discovered the first fossils 

of the T. rex

4. who/that directed (the popular 

dinosaur film) Jurassic Park

E.

1. There was a man at the entrance 

who/that gave us a map.

2. I like going to interesting places 

where I learn new things.

3. My best friend has got a brother 

whose name is Ahmed.

4. People who/that plant trees in the 

forest care about the environment.

5. Eastwood Secondary is a good 

school which/that believes in 

learning from experience.

6. New York is a city in the US where 

you can find the American Museum 

of Natural History.

F.

suggested answers:

1. who/that is crazy about dinosaurs.

2. where there are many exhibitions.

3. who/that I love very much.

4. which/that live in the sea.

5. which/that I want to visit.

2b

A.

1. organises    2. sells    3. missing

4. order    5. sign    6. hurry

B.

1. train, ’ll reach    2. will play, help

3. will come, has    4. will you do, is

5. needs, won’t sell    6. won’t get, read

C. 

2. If you go to Willmington Zoo, you’ll 

see baby giraffes!

3. If you win the model car race, you 

will get £150.

4. If you join Martial Arts World today, 

you’ll get your first month free.

D. 

1. get, ’ll read    2. give, won’t lend

3. reach, ’ll go    4. ’ll wait, finish

E. 

1. c    2. d    3. b    4. a    5. e

Writing: A blog post

suggested answer:

Reema’s blog!

Hi, I’m Reema. I’m fourteen years 

old and I have lots of interests!

Read my blog and find out what I 

like to do when I have free time.

Hobbies

I’m crazy about astronomy. I love 

learning about the stars and planets. 

My parents bought me a book about 

astronomy when I was seven. I used 

to look at the beautiful pictures in 

it every night. Now I like to use the 

Internet to get more information. 

There’s a lot to learn!

Other interests

Baking didn’t use to be my thing, 

but now I’m really into it! At the 

weekends, I always bake biscuits 

and cakes with my mother because 

it’s a lot of fun. I also enjoy making 

jewellery and giving it to my 

friends. You can see some pictures 

of my jewellery here. 
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F.

suggested answers: 

1. After Omar searches online for a 

new board game, he’ll go to the 

shop.

2. As soon as I get home, I’ll call Carl.

3. Mahmood won’t go to his friend’s 

house until he finishes his 

homework.

4. The girls will play Monopoly before 

they go to bed.

G. 

1. b    2. b    3. c

2c

A.

1. dream    2. animated    3. birth

4. successful    5. awards    

6. came out    7. character

B.

1. make    2. do    3. doing    4. make

5. make    6. do    

C.

1. b    2. a    3. b    4. b    5. c     6. c

D.

1. someone/somebody    2. nothing

3. something    4. anyone/anybody

5. everywhere    6. nowhere

E.

1. something    2. somewhere    3. any

4. nothing    5. any    6. anything

7. anywhere    8. someone/somebody

9. everything    10. no

2d

A.

1. wavy

2. straight

3. bottom left-hand corner

4. star

5. bottom right-hand

B. 

1. c    2. a    3. c    4. a    5. b    6. b    7. b

8. a

C. 

1. next to, in front of, behind

2. in, under

3. in, above, next to / near

4. opposite, between

D.

1. in    2. round    3. from    4. on

5. next to    6. towards    7. past    

8. into

E. R2.1

1. T    2. NM    3. T   4. F    5. F    6. NM

2e

A.

1. dull    2. architect    3. brochure

4. look for    5. street performer

6. general

B.

1. f    2. c    3. a    4. e   5. d    6. b

C. W2.1 

1. It

2. them

3. there

4. it

5. there

6. They

7. It

8. there

Writing: A description of a place

suggested answer: 

The city of Lausanne in 

Switzerland is on a hill across from 

the Swiss Alps and beside Lake 

Geneva. It’s the fifth largest city 

in the country and people there 

speak French. 

There are many interesting places 

to go and see there. Lausanne 

is famous for being the world’s 

Olympic capital because it’s 

where the organisers of the 

Olympic Games work. The Olympic 

Museum is also there and visitors 

can find the biggest collection 

of important items related to the 

Olympic Games.

Lausanne is anything but boring. 

You can take a boat ride on Lake 

Geneva, walk through its attractive 

old town or even take a day-trip 

to the nearby Alps to hike or ski. 

Don’t leave without exploring the 

pretty waterfront area of Ouchy. 

There are amazing walkways 

where locals and visitors can enjoy 

the outdoors. 

Lausanne is definitely a place 

worth visiting. It’s a travel 

destination where culture and 

nature come together, giving its 

visitors an experience they won’t 

forget.

2 Round-up

A.

1. continue    2. made    3. pay    

4. silent    5. award    6. tonnes    7. did

B.

1. sign    2. circle    3. graduates

4. height    5. missing    6. attractive

7. expected    8. inventor

C.  

1. (which/that)    2. where

3. which/that    4. which/that 

5. whose    6. (which/that)

7. which/that    8. who/that

D.

suggested answers:

1. I’ll help you with your project as 

soon as I finish my homework. 

/ As soon as I finish my homework, 

I’ll help you with your project.

2. If it’s cold tomorrow, we won’t go 

swimming. / We won’t go swimming 

if it’s cold tomorrow.

3. I will go to the planetarium before I 

draw a picture of the solar system.

/ Before I draw a picture of the solar 

system, I will go to the planetarium.

4. Unless we go to the city centre, 

we’ll miss the street performers.

/ We’ll miss the street performers 

unless we go to the city centre. 

5. If you want a sandwich, go to the 

kitchen and make one!

6. When I enter the room, I’ll turn on 

the lights. / I’ll turn on the lights 

when I enter the room.

E.

1. Nobody/No one

2. anyone/everyone/anybody/

everybody

3. something/anything

4. anywhere

5. someone/somebody

6. somewhere

7. anything

8. everyone/everybody

F.

1. for    2. that/which    3. who /that    

4. If    5. some/many   6. on    7. where

G.

1. d    2. b    3. c    4. e    5. a    6. f    7. h

8. g

H.  L2.1

1. b    2. a    3. a
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I.  L2.1

1. F    2. F    3. T    4. F

MODULE 3

3a

A.

1. miss    2. fail    3. results     

4. break time    5. attend

6. sitting, revise    7. pass 

B. 

1. always    2. ever    3. yet    4. never

5. just    6. already

C.  

1. ’ve seen

2. Have … played

3. haven’t signed up

4. hasn’t found

5. Has … done

6. have already packed

D. 

1. Have you ever visited the 

planetarium? 

2. Emily has always done well in school.

3. I’ve never felt nervous about a test 

before. 

4. Hala has visited the aquarium twice. 

5. My parents have never let me stay 

up till midnight before. 

E. 

1. has gone to Megan’s house

2. has been to the amusement park

3. has gone to tennis practice

4. have been to Hawaii

F. 

1. e    2. d    3. f    4. b    5. a    6. c

G.

suggested answer:

I’ve revised for the chemistry test. 

I’ve been to the youth club. 

I haven’t eaten broccoli. 

I haven’t taken the underground.

3b

A.

1. dropped    2. necessary

3. common     4. unforgettable    

5. culture    6. treat     7. keep 

B. 

1. pick up    2. come along    

3. looking after    4. pick up    

5. take off    6. put on

C. 

1. ’ve always enjoyed    2. went

3. visited    4. were    5. left    6. bought 

7. used    8. ’ve done     

9. haven’t found 

D. 

1. ’ve never heard that word before / 

’ve never heard it before

2. went there eight years ago

3. haven’t seen her yet

4. ’ve already forgotten 

5. ate it yesterday

6. ’ve just taken off 

E. 

1. ’d / would    2. ’s / has    3. of    4. last

5. have    6. for    7. gone    8. before

9. to     10. time

3c

A. 

1. strength    2. grow up    3. become

4. discovered    5. risky    6. wonder

7. way    8. chapter    9. mind   

10. going on 

B.

1. since 2. for

3. since 4. for

5. for 6. since

7. since 8. for

C. 

1. Tariq has played two different video 

games since he got home. 

2. Mike has not had trouble sleeping 

since he got a new bed. 

3. Aunt Jemima has been to Paris three 

times since she moved to Europe. 

4. I haven’t seen Dana since she came 

over last weekend. 

5. Dad hasn’t changed (his) hairstyle 

since he was at university. 

D. 

1. Arthur has known Dan since 2005. / 

Arthur has known Dan for many 

years.

2. Chelsea has been at the shopping 

centre since eleven o’clock. / 

Chelsea has been at the shopping 

centre for over an hour.

3. Ameera and Salwa have worked 

together since last year. / Ameera 

and Salwa have worked together 

for eight months. 

4. Noora hasn’t spoken to Majeda 

since last week. / Noora hasn’t 

spoken to Majeda for seven days.

E.  L2.1

Saturday    9.00    237 Marjoram    12 

3d

A. 

1. pronunciation    2. accent    

3. sign up     4. special offer    5. record    

6. subtitles    7. way

B. 

1. ourselves   2. himself   3. myself 

4. themselves   5. by yourself   6. itself

C. 

1. it    2. myself    3. themselves    

4. her    5. himself    6. yourselves    

7. us

D. R2.1 

1. F    2. T    3. NM    4. NM    5. T    6. F

3e

A. 

1. wheels    2. clapped    3. robots

4. object    5. instructions

6. marathon    7. grabbed    8. film 

B. 

1. b    2. a    3. a    4. a    5. b    6. a

C.

1. It’s amazing how fascinating 

life seems when you pay close 

attention.

2. I got a new camera last month and 

since then, I’ve taken lots of cool 

pictures. / I got a new camera last 

month and, I’ve taken lots of cool 

pictures since then.

3. We should go to the cinema and 

watch a film together one day.

4. Sorry I haven’t written for so long, 

but I’ve been busy with my new 

hobby.

D.  

1. How have you been?

2. Sorry I haven’t written for so long, 

but I’ve been busy with my new 

hobby.

3. I got a new camera last month and 

since then, I’ve taken lots of cool 

pictures. / I got a new camera last 

month, and I’ve taken lots of cool 

pictures since then.

4. It’s amazing how fascinating 

life seems when you pay close 

attention.

5. What’s new with you?
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6. We should go to the cinema and 

watch a film together one day.

7. Make sure you write and tell me all 

your news.

8. Take care,

Writing: An email giving news

suggested answer: 

Dear Max,

How are things? I hope that you 

are doing well. The last time we 

met, I was preparing for the maths 

competition at school. 

You’ll never guess what happened! 

The competition was last week 

and I won first prize! All my 

classsmates took part in the 

competition and most of them are 

very strong in maths, so I didn’t 

think I could win. The teacher gave 

me some problems to do before 

the competition and my mother 

helped me with some of the more 

difficult problems. I also found 

more problems on the Internet 

for extra practice. I was really 

surprised when the teacher gave 

me the news. My parents were 

really proud of me and I was really 

happy too!

What about you? How did 

your team do in the basketball 

tournament last week? Write back 

soon with your news!

Keep in touch,

Mark

3 Round-up

A. 

1. title    2. argument    3. memory

4. let    5. stuff    6. improve    7. sit for 

B. 

1. experience    2. culture    3. common 

4. round    5. welcome    6. revise 

7. nervous    8. challenging 

C. 

1. hasn’t been    2. Did… attend 

3. has solved, had    4. didn’t see 

5. Have… booked    6. ’s gone

D. 

1. We’ve taken part in a spelling bee  

twice.

2. I’ve just heard your good news! 

3. Tabitha hasn’t completed the 

activity yet. 

4. Karen has lived here for three 

years.

5. I’ve never tried this sauce before. 

6. Louis has sent three emails so far. 

E. 

1. ’ve been 

2. ’ve made / made

3. had

4. haven’t heard

5. Have you seen

6. ’ve done

7. missed

8. ’ve had

9. haven’t forgotten 

F. 

1. c    2. b    3. a    4. b    5. a    6. a 

G. 

1. e    2. a    3. d    4. b    5. c

H. R2.1

1. T    2. F    3. F    4. T

I. R2.1

1. He’s studying physics.

2. Clay learnt to read when he was 

three years old. 

3. They made him go outside and play. 

4. Clay went to secondary school 

when he was seven years old.

5. He’s happy to be around people he 

has more in common with.  

MODULE 4

4a

A. 

1. exhausted, exhausting

2. disappointed, disappointing 

3. frightening, frightened 

4. embarrassed, embarrassing 

5. shocking, shocked 

B. 

1. scary    2. truth    3. scare

4. pyjamas    5. lie    6. tunnel 

C. 

1. d

2. b

3. a

4. e

D. 

1. Were they doing an experiment 

in chemistry class yesterday? Yes, 

they were.

2. Were the boys doing homework 

at seven p.m. last night? No, they 

weren’t. They were watching TV.

3. Was Jenna waiting for the bus at 

two o’clock? Yes, she was.

4. Was your brother playing tennis 

on Saturday morning? No, he 

wasn’t. He was looking at paintings/

pictures/artwork.

4b

A.

1. heavily    2. return    3. lifeguard  

4. slippery    5. attacked    6. put

7. speeding    8. bumped 

B.

1. scene    2. expert    3. cleaner

4. brakes    5. chase    6. attention 

C. 

1. Did you watch    2. was talking

3. didn’t turn on    4. were having 

5. noticed    6. went    7. saw    8. called 

D.

1. didn’t come    2. missed    

3. wasn’t feeling     4. decided 

5. were    6. was looking

7. was swimming     8. was walking 

9. seemed    10. wanted 

E. 

1. What were Jassim and Rashid doing 

at five o’clock last Saturday? 

They were playing football. 

2. What did Joanne do as soon as she 

got home? 

She opened/read a text message. 

3. What did Jake see on holiday last 

summer?

He saw a dolphin. 

4. What was Rawda doing while she 

was walking to the shopping centre?

She was talking on the phone. 

F.

1. c    2. d    3. e    4. a  

G.

1. Jim was driving when it started 

raining. / It started to rain when Jim 

was driving.

2. Billy was watching an action film 

while Lauren was playing video 

games. / Lauren was playing video 

games while Billy was watching an 

action film.

3. As Thomas was running through 

the forest, he slipped on a rock. /

Thomas slipped on a rock as he was 

running through the forest.

4. As soon as I saw the car accident, I 
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called for an ambulance. / I called 

for an ambulance as soon as I saw 

the car accident. 

5. Gloria was looking for her keys 

when her phone rang. / When her 

phone rang, Gloria was looking for 

her keys.

4c

A. 

1. a    2. c    3. b    4. b    5. c    6. c

B. 

1. We went to John’s house, and then 

we went to the cinema. 

2. He said goodnight and disappeared 

upstairs.

3. Do you usually do your homework 

after dinner?

4. He says he’s coming to visit us soon.

5. Jane successfully completed her 

project. / Jane completed her 

project successfully.

6. I’m going to an art exhibition 

tonight. / Tonight, I’m going to an 

art exhibition.

7. I always see my friends at the 

weekend.

8. The students in the classroom 

quietly read their books. / The 

students in the classroom read 

their books quietly. 

C.

1. I often play video games at the 

weekend. d

2. He’s incredibly good at maths. f

3. First, we had a delicious breakfast 

at the hotel. e

4. I’m on my way to the supermarket 

now. c

5. Why don’t we meet here? a

6. He ran fast and won the race. b

D. L2.1 

1. a    2. b    3. a

E. L2.1 

1. feeding    2. cage    3. door    

4. scared/frightened    5. play    

6. his mum    7. upset/angry 

4d

A. 

1. matches    2. compass    

3. sunscreen    4. rope    5. tent    

6. backpack    7. whistle    8. torch

B. 

1. so    2. such    3. such    4. so    

5. such

C. 

1. We’re so bad at fishing that we 

didn’t catch any fish. 

2. My sleeping bag is so warm that I 

can even sleep in the snow. 

3. We made such a big fire that it kept 

us warm all night. 

4. I saw such a beautiful tree that I’ll 

never forget it. 

5. He is such a good teacher that 

everybody likes him. 

6. I was so scared when I saw the 

snake that I couldn’t move. 

D. 

2. d    3. b    4. c

2. It was such a cloudy day that we 

didn’t go on a picnic in the end. 

3. Our fishing gear was so heavy that 

we needed help carrying our stuff. 

4. The lake was so beautiful that we 

took over twenty pictures of it.

E. R2.1

1. S   2. A   3. N   4. N   5. S   6. A   7. N 

4e

A. 

1. fire alarm    2. shoulder    3. faint

4. any longer    5. dive    

B. 

1. d    2. c    3. e    4. a    5. b    6. i    7. f

8. h    9. g

C. 

1. Last summer, I went on holiday with 

my family.

2. One day, while my parents 

were sleeping, I decided to go 

windsurfing.

3. Suddenly, the wind changed and 

started to push me towards the 

open sea.

4. I tried to return to the beach but 

just kept going further away from it.

5. I let the sail drop into the water and 

took the phone out of my pocket, 

but it was wet.

D.

1. my surprise

2. to the beach

3. relieved  

4. saved/rescued me

Writing: A story

suggested answer:

It was a nice summer morning 

and Billy and James decided to go 

scuba diving. They took their scuba 

diving equipment and got into 

Billy’s dad’s boat.

As soon as they arrived, they put 

on their scuba diving gear and 

dived into the water. As they were 

swimming, they saw a tropical 

fish. They were amazed! It was so 

beautiful that they started taking 

photos of it. 

Suddenly, they saw an entrance 

to an underwater cave. At first, 

they looked at each other because 

they were scared, but then they 

decided to go inside and explore 

it. While they were swimming 

in the cave, James discovered a 

wooden treasure chest. They were 

surprised. 

They had to find a way to take it to 

their boat. They tied a rope around 

the chest and started swimming 

back to the boat. Then they pulled 

it up to the boat. 

When the boys opened the chest, 

they couldn’t believe their eyes! It 

was full of gold coins! They didn’t 

know what to do. They decided to 

take the chest to the police. The 

police thanked them because they 

had discovered a really important 

treasure. The boys were so excited!

4 Round-up

A. 

1 exhausting    

2. embarrassing

3. incredibly    

4. pull    

5. entrance

6. sunscreen     

7. plan    

8. embarrassed

B. 

1. a    2. b    3. a    4. c    5. c    6. b    7. b

8. c  

C. 

1. went    

2. had    

3. decided 

4. were collecting    
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5. heard

6. didn’t know    

7. started  

8. was running    

9. fell    

10. disappeared    

11. turned

12. discovered    

13. was carrying  

14. tied    

15. threw    

16. climbed

17. were walking    

18. were thinking

D.

1. carefully / everywhere    

2. everywhere / carefully    

3. really

4. sometimes 

5. there

6 tomorrow

7. then

8. totally 

E. 

1. is so scary that no one goes near it. 

such a scary house that no one 

goes near it. 

2. so comfortable that I don’t want to 

take them off. 

such comfortable pyjamas that I 

don’t want to take them off. 

3. so big that twelve people can sit 

around it.

such a big dinner table that twelve 

people can sit around it. 

4. so boring that I fell asleep.

such a boring film that I fell asleep. 

F. 

1. c    2. a    3. c    4. a 

G. L2.1 

Cody a    Fiona d    Elsa c

H. L2.1 

1. F    2. T    3. T    4. T    5. F    6. F

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            


